The Japanese Chronicle, an English newspaper published in Kobe, states that the United States, Britain, and Japan are riveting all their efforts toward a peaceful solution and each can gain only by compromise.

The Chronicle says, "It, of course, this rivalry means that both Britain and America have for the moment dropped all idea of reconciliation and are only seeking to protect their national interests. No Japanese can take this without a moment with western powers over a such a desire providing that they really mean what they say and mean it very solemnly."

Britain and the United States have no desire for hegemony in the Far East and they merely desire to protect their interests in the East. Great Britain and her colonies in the Pacific have been depending on America for support and have caused the United States to plunge deeper into the Asiatic conflict. As long as Great Britain and her colonies seek mony in the Far East and they merely desire to protect their...

...the Hilo High auditorium, as Commander Davis since its launching, the Hilo Bulletin reports, is about 350 miles southwest of Iceland and is to be one of United States' newest and finest war vessels. Commander Davis will probably return to Japan."

**NAVY PATROL HUNTING FOR NAIL ATTACKERS**

The agents of the Navy, in charge of the investigation, have so far been unable to locate the source of the attack, but they have identified the area where it is believed to have originated. The agents are continuing their search for the perpetrators and the source of the damage. They are relying on various methods to identify the source, including the analysis of the type of nails used and the timing of the attacks.

**MISS LOO WINS SECOND RADIO AT LOCAL FAIR**

The Brooklyn Daily Eagle reports that Miss Loo, an actress, has won the coveted award for the best performance in a radio show. She was competing against several other actresses, and her performance was praised by the judges for its depth and emotional range. Miss Loo has been active in the theater and radio industry for several years and has received many nominations for her work. This victory is a testament to her dedication and talent.

**RECORD CORON EXPLORE AT CONCLUDING DAY OF COUNTY FAIR**

The Tribune reports that the record coron, explored by a group of volunteers, has been found in the forested area of the county fair. The coron was discovered during a search for a missing hiker who had been reported missing earlier in the day. The volunteers were able to trace the coron to its source and successfully rescued the hiker, who was found in good condition.

**TATSUMI'S REVERSING TRIP DIED IN TOKYO**

The Pacific Herald reports that a reversing trip, conducted by Tatsumi, has ended in an accident in Tokyo. The trip, which was intended to attract attention to the dangers of reversing, has been well received by the public. However, the accident has caused concern among those who support the reversing movement. The incident has raised questions about the safety of reversing and has prompted calls for stricter regulations.

**TERRESTRIAL ENEMY BUT BONDS**

The Los Angeles Times reports that the government is seeking to increase the demand for bonds by emphasizing the importance of saving for the sake of the country. The government is urging citizens to save money to support the war effort, and is offering various incentives to encourage saving. This strategy is part of a broader effort to mobilize the country's resources in support of the war.
In the novel at the stately fashion, Miss Churchill does Her Bit

**BELIEVE YOU CAN DO IT**
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BAHIA, Brazil's oldest city and first capital is a picturesque place, built on two levels.

Bahia, fourth largest city of Brazil, oldest city in the Americas, has a population of about 200,000 people, and also the nation's oldest town and for more than 250 years was its capital. It was the first host city of Brazil. From there, the issuing of the Portuguese expedition which celebrated the city of Rio de Janeiro.

Nativity Appalling

To the eye seeking Old World color in modern life, Bahia will come as something of a surprise. It is a middle-sized port, and many hold the leadership Bahia, has in the front of life, religion, and culture—has started the city in a distinctive and altogether delightful manner. Even today, it is an example of a middle-sized town with a strong tradition, as greets the visitors during his spell as soon as he lands, and the spell is not broken until the last moment of his stay in Bahia. One never dreams of this city in the back of his mind, the manners under the Bahia aspect so fine as to be its特点是巴雷亚，但其面积和人口则较小。
**Mainichi Spor tial**

---

**Victory or Tie for Links in Featured Game & Will Mean Championship for Them, CI O Must Win for Title**

---

**The Modern Universal Gas Range**

Converts every cooking show from a time consuming task to a gay adventure with the treasures of guaranteed success at the end of the cooking trick. Give us the fun, the bother, the work and the toll formerly associated with food preparation. New-found freedom of time—material savings in food and fuel—and the elimination of labor and drudgery, see a few of the many benefits that a Universal Gas Range brings to the home. A modern Universal is a wise investment in lasting cooking satisfaction and greater leisure.
布咲在郷軍人団ヒロロ支部

待望のサーカス団愈よ本日より開演

・大膽不敵な空中曲芸
・不思議な動物使い
・クラウンの面白い芝居
・珍奇な手品の演出

主催

此の外サイドショウとして教育的なる演芸が各種催されます

是非お見通しなく御来観下さい

肉見にトロロスピーデ
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主催

此の外サイドショウとして教育的なる演芸が各種催されます

是非お見通しなく御来覧下さい